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ABSTRACT

For high light sensitivity, new CFA designs use panchromatic pix-
els, aka white pixels, that no visible spectrum energy is filtered.
Kodak’s CFA2.0 has 50% white pixels, but the demosaicking per-
formance is not good. We present in this work a set of new color
filter arrays (CFA) of high light sensitivity and high demosaicking
performance which were obtained by using a CFA design method-
ology in the frequency domain. The new patterns are of size 5x5
and come from the same frequency structure, which has one luma
in the base band at (0, 0) and four chromas (two conjugate pairs)
placed at (4π/5, 2π/5), (−4π/5,−2π/5), (2π/5,−4π/5) and
(−2π/5, 4π/5), respectively. The new patterns are optimized to
have only white (panchromatic) and three primary color pixels and
the pixels are found to be 40% white, 20% red, 20% green and 20%
blue by pixel color constrained optimization. Our demosaicking
experiments show that our new CFA patterns outperform Kodak
CFA2.0 in both objective and subjective quality.

Index Terms— Color Filter Array (CFA), Light Sensitivity, Dis-
crete Fourier Transform (DFT), Multiplexing, Demosaicking

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, almost every modern camera, every video camera, every
camera phone, every machine vision system and every scanner has
a color filter array (CFA) fabricated on top of the light sensors for
creation of the color image. The CFA-filtered images acquire en-
ergy of only one color light at each pixel and a technique known as
”demosaicking” [1, 2, 3] follows to reconstruct the images with all
the three primary colours, red, green and blue, at each pixel. Except
some random CFAs [4, 5], a two-dimensional CFA design generally
comprises a plurality of minimal repeating patterns tiled to cover the
entire array of image sensors. Different minimal repeating CFA pat-
terns characterise different CFAs. Since Bayer of Kodak invented
the first color filter array in 1976 [6] by using 1/2 green, 1/4 red and
1/4 blue pixels, not many CFA patterns have been proposed until
recent years. Most patterns [7, 8, 9] were proposed for better demo-
saicking performance. Recently, high light sensitivity cameras are
highly expected, which can be used in low-light environment and
for high-speed imaging. In 2007, Kodak published its new gener-
ation of CFA [10], called CFA2.0. Kodak’s CFA2.0 (Kodak CFA)
uses 1/4 green, 1/8 red and 1/8 blue pixels and 1/2 white pixels (also
known as panchromatic pixels, wide-band pixels, luminance pixels)
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which allow no visible spectrum energy being filtered and have the
highest light sensitivity. However, there is a big problem with the
new high light sensitivity CFA, Kodak CFA: The demosaicking per-
formance as published so far is much worse than Bayer CFA and
than we expected.

The goal of this work is to find some new color filter arrays
of high light sensitivity and higher demosaicking performance than
Kodak CFA. Based on the CFA design methodology [11, 12, 13], we
employ a new frequency structure corresponding to 5x5 CFA pat-
terns to find a set of new CFA patterns with only white (W), red
(R), green (G) and blue (B) pixels. The benchmark demosaicking
methods we used are a frequency domain filtering method evolved
from Dubois’s method [14] and a universal demosaicking method,
known as a generic variational approach [15], which provides a ro-
bust demosaicking framework for solving the optimization problem
as a large sparse system of linear equations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides a brief review of the CFA representation. Section 3 gives
the details of our new CFA design and optimization, including the
frequency structure, the pixel color constraints for CFAs with only
white and primary color pixels, and our new 5x5 CFA patterns. In
Section 4, we present the associated demosaicking method for our
new CFAs. In Section 5, the experimental results are presented to
show the comparison between the Kodak CFA and our newly pro-
posed CFA patterns. In section 5, we draw the concluding remarks.

2. CFA REPRESENTATION

In this section, we briefly show two representations of a CFA pattern
in the spatial and the frequency domain: the CFA pattern and the fre-
quency structure [13]. Actually, they constitute a symbolic Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT) pair.

2.1. CFA Pattern

A periodic CFA is a periodic mosaic of spectrally selective filters,
and the minimal repeating CFA pattern is known as a CFA pattern.
Every rectangular CFA pattern can be represented by a matrix that
consists of the R, G and B primary colors or combination of them.
For example, the Bayer pattern can be represented by a matrix as in
Eq(1):

hp,Bayer =

[
G R
B G

]
(1)

Similarly, the CFA pattern of Kodak CFA [10] is Eq(2), also



shown in Fig. 1(a) with padding the primary colors and white pixels:

hp,Kodak =

 W B W G
B W G W
W G W R
G W R W

 (2)

(a) Kodak CFA (b) Spectrum with (a)

(c) Proposed CFA (d) Spectrum with (c)

Fig. 1. CFA patterns and the log-magnitude spectra of the CFA-
filtered images for lighthouse.

2.2. Frequency Structure

As we know, the frequency spectrum of a CFA-filtered image is
made up of a luminance component (luma) at base frequency band,
and some chrominance components (chromas) at high frequency
bands [2, 14]. The frequency structure is a matrix to locate all those
components and to give the composition of each component, so the
frequency structure of a CFA is intuitive and visual for CFA analy-
sis. The frequency structure of a CFA can be obtained by computing
the symbolic DFT of the CFA pattern. For example, the frequency
structure of the Bayer CFA is as in Eq(3):

SBayer = DFT [hp,Bayer] = DFT

[
G R
B G

]

=
1

4

[
R+ 2G+B −R+B
R−B −R+ 2G−B

] (3)

There are one luma (R+2G+B)/4 at baseband, and three chromas,
(−R+ 2G−B)/4, (R−B)/4 and (−R+B)/4 (denoted by FL,
FC1, FC2 and −FC2, respectively) in SBayer .

Likewise, applying the symbolic DFT to the Kodak CFA pattern
(2), we can find the frequency structure of Kodak CFA as in Eq(4):

SKodak =

 FL F ∗
C3 0 FC3

F ∗
C3 F ∗

C2 −FC3 0
0 −FC3 FC1 −F ∗

C3

FC3 0 −F ∗
C3 FC2

 (4)

where * denotes the complex conjugate. There are totally twelve
components in the frequency structure Eq(4), one luma in the base-
band at (0, 0), one corner chroma in the highest frequency band at
(π, π) and five conjugate pairs of chromas are distributed in other
bands in the frequency spectrum plane. Obviously, although it has
50% white pixels which provides the higher light sensitivity than
Bayer CFA and other CFAs with no or less white pixels, the alias-
ing problem is quite serious for Kodak CFA-filtered images. This
also explains why the demosaicking performance with Kodak CFA
cannot be so favorable.

With a frequency structure, we can easily find a linear relation-
ship between the luminance and chrominance components and the
images of the primary colors, as in Eq(5):

FL

FC1

FC2

...

 = T ·

 R
G
B

 (5)

where T is called the multiplexing matrix, which gives the specific
composition of each component multiplexed from the image spectra
of the primary colors, R, G and B.

Reversely, we can find the demosaicking matrix by the inverse
or pseudo-inverse of the multiplexing matrix: D = T−1 if T is
invertible, or D = T+ if T is not square. Then the RGB images can
be obtained from the multiplexed components for demosaicking in
Eq(6):  R

G
B

 = D ·


FL

FC1

FC2

...

 (6)

3. CFA DESIGN

Motivated by the high light sensitivity of Kodak CFA resulting from
all-pass white pixels, we add a number of white pixels as a constraint
in our CFA design framework to find new CFAs of both high light
sensitivity and high demosaicking performance.

3.1. Specification of New Frequency Structure

Observation of the frequency structures and general image spectra
tells that: 1) the fewer chromas, the less frequency aliasing; 2) the
farther the distances between luma and chromas and between chro-
mas, the less frequency aliasing; 3) another factor that influences
the accuracy of demosaicked images of the primary colors is from
the inverse transform from multiplexed components to the primary
colors: the less the norm of demosaicking matrix D, the better the
demosaicking performance.

First, We choose a good frequency structure for less aliasing.
Especially we determine the locations of all the chromas for less
aliasing among luma and chromas and specify some relations be-
tween the chromas, some of which may be conjugate to each other.
Balancing the design expectations, we choose a new 5x5 frequency
structure with two conjugate pairs of chromas for our CFA design,
as shown in Eq(7):

SnewCFAs =


FL 0 0 0 0
0 0 FC2 0 0
0 0 0 0 F ∗

C1

0 FC1 0 0 0
0 0 0 F ∗

C2 0

 (7)



It has one luma in the base band at (0, 0) and four chromas
(two conjugate pairs) placed at (4π/5, 2π/5), (−4π/5,−2π/5),
(2π/5,−4π/5) and (−2π/5, 4π/5), respectively. The two con-
jugate pairs of chromas (FC1, F

∗
C1 and FC2, F

∗
C2) in the newly

designed frequency structure are centrally symmetric to each other
in the frequency plane, which corresponds to the central symmetry
property of discrete Fourier transform.

With the frequency structures Eq(7) and Eq(3) , we can easily
find that the minimum distance between luma and chromas of our
CFA (2π ·

√
(1/5)2 + (2/5)2 ≈ 0.894π ) is much larger than that

of Kodak CFA (2π/4 = 0.5π), so there must be less aliasing for our
CFA both in theory and in practice and the demosaicking error can
be less consequently.

3.2. Optimization

Based on the above frequency structure, Eq(7), the CFA design in-
volves the solution of a constrained optimization problem that aims
at minimizing the demosaicking error. In order to find CFAs with a
number of white pixels and some pixels of only primary colors, we
use the geometric design method [13] with an additional constraint
for pixel colors in the spatial domain for optimization:

∀(i, j), hp,newCFAs(i, j) ∈ {W,R,G,B} (8)

Then we find the multiplexing coefficients of our new 5x5 fre-
quency structure:

FL = (R+G+B)/3,

FC1 = ((
√
5− i

√
25− 2

√
5)R+

√
5(1 + i

√
5 + 2

√
5)G

−(2
√
5 + i

√
10− 2

√
5)B)/30,

FC2 = (−(
√
5 + i

√
25 + 2

√
5)R+ i

√
5(i+

√
5− 2

√
5)G

+(2
√
5 + i

√
2(5 +

√
5))B)/30.

(9)
With such coefficients, we can find the multiplexing and the demo-
saicking matrices as in Eq(11) and D = T−1.

Applying the symbolic inverse DFT to the new frequency struc-
ture, we obtain a new 5x5 CFA pattern, as shown in Eq(10) and Fig.
1(c).

hp,newCFA =


W R B W G
W G W R B
R B W G W
G W R B W
B W G W R

 (10)

The new pattern has 40% white, 20% red, 20% green and 20%
blue pixels. If we use all the 6 permutations of RGB to replace the
RGB colors in the above new pattern and transpose the patterns, we
can have 11 more patterns. Thus, we can find a set of 12 new CFA
patterns with the same optimal frequency structure.

4. DEMOSAICKING

Given the frequency structure of a CFA pattern, we can design some
filters to separately obtain the luma and all the chromas in a CFA-
filtered image in frequency domain by convolution with the filters at
the corresponding frequency positions. With the multiplexing coef-
ficients for each component found by optimization, just like Dubois
demosaicked Bayer CFA sampled images [14], we can then use the
linear transform Eq(6) to find R,G,B values from the luma and chro-
mas.

Table 1. Performance comparison with two demosaicking algo-
rithms. The average CPSNR is calculated with 10log(average MSE).

Dubois’s method [14] Condat’s method [15]
Image Kodak Proposed Kodak Proposed

1 23.18 35.23 34.21 35.35
2 30.94 37.49 36.80 38.11
3 32.68 37.46 38.23 38.40
4 32.75 37.32 36.95 38.32
5 25.89 32.96 32.41 33.62
6 25.34 36.56 35.52 36.74
7 31.71 38.22 37.47 38.83
8 22.21 33.28 31.69 33.37
9 29.50 38.78 38.13 39.33

10 32.00 36.63 38.87 38.12
11 27.56 36.13 35.62 36.77
12 31.62 40.18 39.68 40.61
13 23.52 30.91 31.37 31.75
14 27.21 32.24 32.01 33.30
15 32.86 36.29 36.83 37.60
16 28.81 39.58 39.20 39.89
17 32.25 37.90 38.09 39.11
18 27.17 33.87 33.91 34.83
19 24.37 37.53 35.72 37.63
20 30.57 36.71 37.33 38.02
21 26.13 36.14 35.14 36.69
22 29.25 35.59 35.33 36.55
23 32.59 38.86 37.29 39.20
24 26.60 31.90 33.01 33.23

Avg. 27.30 35.42 35.17 36.19

For more than two linear independent chromas, we can find two
independent chromas for demosaicking such that the norm of the de-
mosaicking matrix is the smallest, which makes demosaicking more
stable and more accurate. Finally, all the R, G and B pixel values
can be found with the demosaicking matrix and the corresponding
components.

Another demosaicking method we use to assess our new CFAs is
a generic variational approach [15], which is universal for arbitrary
CFA patterns.

5. EXPERIMENTS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

As we expect for optimal CFA design, images sampled with our
new CFAs show much less aliasing than with Kodak CFA in the
frequency domain as shown in Fig. 1(b) and (d). We apply Dubois’s
frequency-domain demosaicking method [14] and Condat’s generic
variational demosaicking method [15] to both Kodak CFA and our
new CFA for the demosaicking performance comparison. The exper-
imental results with 24 Kodak color test images are listed in Table
1.

Table 1 shows that with Duboiss demosaicking method the pro-
posed CFA performs much better (over 8dB higher) than Kodak CFA
in average, and with Condats demosaicking method it can give even
better performance and also 1dB better than Kodak CFA.

The demosaicked images for test image lighthouse are partially
displayed in Fig. 2. The images also tell that our 5x5 CFA is much
better than Kodak CFA although the light sensitivity with 40% white
pixels is a bit lower than Kodak CFA with 50% white pixels.



T =

 1/3 1/3 1/3

(
√
5− i

√
25− 2

√
5)/30

√
5(1 + i

√
5 + 2

√
5)/30 −(2

√
5 + i

√
10− 2

√
5)/30
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√
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√
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√
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√
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√
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√
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√
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√
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 (11)

6. CONCLUSION

Specifying a less aliasing frequency structure, using an additional
pixel color constraint, and applying the optimal CFA design method-
ology, we have obtained a set of new CFAs of high light sensitivity,
whose minimal repeating patterns have a size of 5x5 pixels, includ-
ing 40% white, 20% red, 20% green and 20% blue pixels. Our
demosaicking experiments with two methods demonstrate that our
new CFA outperforms Kodak’s CFA2.0. Thus, the new CFA patterns
have both high light sensitivity and high demosaicking performance.
Anyway, we do not know yet whether there are CFAs that have both
higher demosaicking performance and higher light sensitivity with
more than 50% white pixels, which merits further investigation.
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Fig. 2. Part of the demosaicked image lighthouse. The demosaicking
methods used: (a,b) Dubois’s [14], (c,d) Condat’s [15].


